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2005 TRASHionals

Tossups

1. This film's prequel is subtitled The Hangman's Daughter. Cheech Marin plays three different
roles, and it marks Michael Parks' first portrayal of Texas Ranger Earl McGraw. What starts as a film
about the Gecko brothers on their way to El Ray, Mexico, shifts gears radically upon the discovery
of Satanico Pandemonium's lair. Juliette Lewis, Harvey Keitel, George Clooney, and others must
then fight off an army of the undead until sunrise. For ten points, name this 1996 Robert Rodriguez
vampire film with a screenplay by Quentin Tarantino, which take its title from the hours during
which the Titty Twister strip club operates.

ANSWER: From Dusk Till Dawn

2. She played George H.W. Bush's granddaughter in a Saturday Night Live sketch in 1988, and made
her film debut in Woody Allen's segment of New York Stories in 1989. She played Tom Hanks'
daughter in the film version of Bonfire of the Vanities and had a recurring role as a child prostitute on
ER. Other early credits include Hedril on an episode of Star Trek: The Next Generation and the films
Jumanji and Interview with the Vampire. For ten points, name this now grown-up star of The Virgin
Suicides, Bring It On, and the Spider-Man films.

ANSWER: Kirsten Dunst

3. Siemens, the German glass designer Sahm, and The Ball Corporation are among top sponsors for
this competition, which in 2008 will be held in San Diego. In 2006, over 2,000 of the title beverages
entered in 85 categories, though the U.S. dominated. The Brewers Association and its founder
Charlie Papazian sponsor this biennial competition where, for ten points, in 2006 Miller Brewing Co.
won best Large Brewing Company and Miller Lite won best American-Style Light Lager for the
fourth time.

ANSWER: World Beer Cup

4. In the United States, he has only been called by his original Japanese name correctly in the third
game of the original series in which he appears, as other games' names were spelled with a W, which
was the case for his appearances on Captain N: The Game Master. There are continuity errors in the
second series featuring his creations regarding whether his capsule holograms are recorded messages
or sentient. Slightly resembling Santa Claus, he won a Nobel Prize and graduated from Robert
Univertity's engineering department with his future arch-rival, Dr. Albert Wily. The creator of the
original six robot masters, name, for ten points, this creator of X, Blues/Protoman, Roll and
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Rock/Megaman.

ANSWER: Dr. Light (accept Dr. Wright or Dr. Right before "W")

5. Born in Spa, he is the author of a book that criticizes Edgar Allan Poe and Wilkie Collins. He is
very protective of his patent-leather shoes and turnip pocket watch. He suffers badly from
sea-sickness, in Evil under the Sun, and air-sickness, in Death by the Air. An incorrigible
matchmaker, he sides with the guilty on occasion, protecting serial dognapper Amy Carnaby and
suppressing the truth about the death of Roger Ackroyd. For ten points, name this detective,
introduced in The Mysterious Affair at Styles, a Belgian who solved the Murder on the Orient
Express.

ANSWER: Hercule Poirot

6. She was the first college basketball player - man or woman - to score 2500 points and get 400
steals for a career. She was a member of the first ACC basketball class to sweep the regular season
and tournament conference titles. The first-ever winner of the women's Wooden Award, she was a
three time All American while leading her team to two Final Fours, where her team lost in the semis
to Oklahoma in 2002 and Tennessee in 2003. For ten points, name this guard, the leading scorer for
both genders at the school where her number 20 is the only number retired for a woman, Duke.

ANSWER: Alana Beard

7. The failed 1979 sitcom of this name had Jack Lemmon's son Chris as one of a trio of zany frat
boys. The current series of this name has executive producer and occasional director Ken Olin as one
of its ties to Alias. Olin's wife and recurring Alias guest star Patricia Wettig plays the mother of
illegitimate half-sister Rebecca, while Ron Rifkin plays Saul, the brother of Nora Walker, the
matriarch of the central family, who is played by Sally Field. For ten points, name this ABC
ensemble drama also starring Rachel Griffiths and Calista Flockhart.

ANSWER: Brothers and Sisters

8. He was name-dropped in two songs by Mojo Nixon and Skid Roper, the go-cart loving "Don't
Want No Foo-Foo Haircut," and an eponymous ballad on the LP Frenzy. His racing career started in
the 1950's at Danville, Virginia, where he was employed as a taxi driver and got additional money by
transporting illegal spirits. He was able to win enough in the lower levels to place a car in the 1961
Grand National circuit and in December 1963 took the flag at the Jacksonville Speedway in a
controversial race that originally gave the title to another driver before a correction was made. For ten
points, name this Hall of Fame driver who spent a dozen years as the only African-American racer
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on the NASCAR circuit.

ANSWER: Wendell Scott

9. In 2007, this setting featured a wall of shabby chic mirrors each hung by a black ribbon. Lamps in
a variety of shapes and colors - one of which was said to resemble a dildo - hung in the open ceiling
space adjacent to the second story lounge. It contained a round bed, as well as extra tall and extra
small beds as part of this year's theme. A tiny door linked two rooms, and one of the fourteen photos
on the portrait wall actually made occupant Jenn Johnson cry. For ten points, name this dwelling,
occupied during the summers by reality show hopefuls and guarded during live shows by Julie
Chen.

ANSWER: The Big Brother House

10. Recordings made in this facility on West 53rd in Manhattan are tracks from Born in the USA by
Bruce Springsteen, Blondie's Eat to the Beat, and Duran Duran's Seven and the Ragged Tiger.
Known as Avatar Studios since 1995, this renovated space birthed and gave its name to a 1980s
supergroup, whose singer and drummer died within six weeks of one another in 2003 from unrelated
causes. The facility's Studio A was where the late Tony Thompson recorded the heavy groove for the
group's 1985 hit cover of T-Rex's Bang a Gong with guitarists John and Roger Taylor and vocalist
Robert Palmer. For ten points, name this New York facility and band best known for the song Some
Like It Hot that share an electrifying name.

ANSWER: Power Station

11. A 20-year retrospective of it in 2002 looked mainly at the original timeframe that it applied to.
Although it saw a brief reprisal in use in 2006, The Apprentice broke the traditional pattern, and
competition from other shows like Survivor, CSI, Dancing with the Stars and Grey's Anatomy
resulted in its decline. An attempt at brand extension led to its use in describing up to five nights per
week by the fall of 1997, although the phrase originally applied only to situation comedies.
Rebranded as "Comedy Night Done Right", identify, for ten points, this three-word advertising
slogan used by NBC to describe its primetime programming, particularly its Thursday night lineup of
shows that included The Cosby Show, Cheers, Seinfeld and Friends.

ANSWER: Must See TV

12. He has played himself in such movies as The Scout, BASEketball, and The Naked Gun and was
the namesake of a stadium in his hometown of Memphis, Tennessee from 1978 to 2000. He won
Emmys from 2000 to 2002 as outstanding sports event analyst, but inexplicable verbal gaffes, such
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as pointing out on air that David Eckstein has ten fingers and ten toes, has brought him enmity from
many sports fans. For ten points, name this sportscaster and 21-year veteran catcher who holds the
record for most World Series broadcast on national television.

ANSWER: Tim McCarver

13. One version, Raumschach, was developed in Hamburg in 1907; others include Millennium,
Exchequer, and 8L. Isaac Asimov featured a version in Pebble in the Sky, with both a roseate and
cruciate starting formation. The most well-known version was originally cobbled together using
tic-tac-toe boards and its rules were not consistent until Andrew Bartness published them in 1976.
The computer's inability to win a game of this created a suspicion that Benjamin Finney had tampered
with the databanks of the Enterprise in Mr. Spock in "Court Martial". For ten points, name this game,
which generally involves either three, six, or eight boards stacked on top of each other.

ANSWER: Three-Dimensional Chess or Tri-D Chess

14. The title location was in Connecticut and owned by the family of Margaret Rudkin who founded
the brand. Rudkin started with bread and expanded to other bakery goods in the 1950's, launching
European-style cookies after a trip to Belgium. In 1961, the brand was sold to Campbell's Soup and
the next year the brand's now ubiquitous soup cracker was introduced. For ten points, name this
brand which has many products in vertical white bags, including its Goldfish.

ANSWER: Pepperidge Farm

15. A midget janitor can be heard whistling a familiar theme song. Ab Fab's Joanna Lumley appears
as one of the Piz Gloria beauties. After his impersonation of Sir Hilary Bray fails, the protagonist is
forced to ski down a mountain at high speed, accompanied by a John Barry theme later remixed by
Propellerheads. Barry also wrote the last song Louis Armstrong ever recorded for a scene in which
the hero courts his future wife, Teresa di Vicenzo. For ten points, name this movie that introduced the
phrase "The World Is Not Enough," the only James Bond film to star George Lazenby.

ANSWER: On Her Majesty's Secret Service

16. Stanley Weinberg wrote about an Odyssey. A.N. Tolstoy wrote about its Princess Aelita. Leigh
Brackett wrote about its Quest, Shadow, Beast-Jewel, and Sea-Kings. William K. Hartmann wrote
about its Underground. Edgar Rice Burroughs took John Carter there to meet a Princess. Greg Bear
Moved it, while Ben Bova Returned to it. Kim Stanley Robinson turned it Blue and Green. For ten
points, name the site all these works have in common, also the origin of the aliens in War of the
Worlds.
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ANSWER: Mars (accept Martian)

17. A competitive equestrian, his first practice rink was a frozen corn field. A runway model for
Heatherette, he taught Kathy Griffin to skate during a very special episode of My Life on the D-List.
A world junior champion at age 16 in 2001, he placed 5th at his only Olympics after finishing second
to Evgeni Plushenko in the short program. The bronze medalist in the 2007 U.S. national
championships, one of his most famous programs featured him as Saint-Saens' swan. For ten points,
name this figure skater who was US champion from 2004-2006.

ANSWER: Johnny Weir

18. The National Buffalo Wing Festival in Buffalo, New York, was inspired by a non-existent eating
contest mentioned in this film. The wings were supposedly eaten by Frank Detorri, who throws up
on his daughter's teacher after consuming oysters at a science fair. After Frank eats a hard-boiled egg
while working at the zoo, the film moves into the buddy cop genre, as Drix and the title character deal
with Thrax while the William Shatner-voiced Mayor Phlemming tries to pass the infection off as just
a cold. For ten points, name this Farrelly brothers-directed mix of live action and animation starring
Bill Murray and the voices of David Hyde-Pierce and Chris Rock.

ANSWER: Osmosis Jones

19. Rock bands Switchfoot and Snow Patrol have covered this 2003 song, based on a sample from
The Chi-Lites 1970 hit Are You My Woman (Tell Me So). In the bridge, the woman talks about
wearing tennis shoes since there is no one but her true love to impress and claims he has her acting
unusually foolish. Meanwhile the object of her affection likens himself to Ringo Starr, Tony
Soprano, and Nick Van Exel. For ten points, name this opening cut and first chart-topping single,
taken from the album Dangerously In Love, a duet between real-life couple Jay-Z and Beyonce.

ANSWER: Crazy In Love

20. He won a Big 8 batting title in 1977 while playing for Missouri, where he was a two-sport star as
he was at St. Petersburg's Dixie Hollins High School. He would start coaching in his other sport
after graduation, with stops at the University of Dubuque, Morningside College and Iowa before
becoming co-defensive coordinator at Kansas State, where he and Bob Stoops created a defense that
went from 93rd in 1990 to 1st in 1995. In December of that year he was asked to become the head
coach of a school in his home state. He's gone 70-44 in 11 seasons as that team's only coach. Name,
for ten points, this man who went from division 1-AA to a number 2 BCS ranking as head coach at
the University of South Florida.
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ANSWER: Jim Leavitt

21. Its original inspiration came when the artist heard an old version of the album's signature piece
and shared it with legendary arranger Gil Evans. When asked if the record, with its relative lack of
true improvisation, qualified as jazz, its main artist responded "It's music, and I like it." Recorded
between November 1959 and March 1960, Side 2 consists of three Evans originals and Side 1
features renditions of compositions by Manuel de Falla and Joaquin Rodrigo. Only the rhythm
section remained from Kind of Blue. For ten points, name this landmark album by Miles Davis,
whose best-known song is a version of the Adagio from Concierto de Aranjuez, with tunes derived
from Spanish folk music.

ANSWER: Sketches of Spain


